Certificate of Conformity n. AG/Reg. - 693/20 issued to
Az. Agr. Tuscanese di
Marini Leandri Francesco
Via Renato Birolli 1
20125 Milano (MI)
In relation to the request for certification of conformity, Agroqualità:
- Taking account of the records acquired through the Sian telematic register;
- Considering the declaration made by the producer on the conformity of the
product to the standards foreseen by Reg 2568/91 not explicitly mentioned in
the product specification;
- Having regard to the results of the tests attached hereto (Cefas az. Spec.
CCIAA VT prot. 1566 of 15.12.2020; Agri-bio-eco laboratories n. 10117-20) on
the compliance with the limits provided for by the production specification of
D.O.P Tuscia;
- Having regard to the resolution of the Technical Committee of 30.12.2020;
CERTIFIES THE CONFORMITY
To the requirements of the Tuscia D.O.P product specification of lot 1 of 490.05kg
contained in tank 6 at the Marini Leandri Francesco plant located in Strada Tuscanese,
km 10 – Viterbo (VT) wich may be packaged as D.O.P Tuscia (2020-2021 campaign).
The attestation authorizes packaging within:
a) No time limit if the following storage precautions are applied:
- In containers made of stainless steel or other inert non-absorbent
materials, under a blanket of nitrogen or argon, at a temperature
constantly between 15°C and 18°C;
- In underground porcelain or vitrified concrete tanks at a temperature
between 15°C and 18°C;
- In steel underground tanks, isolated from the earth by a concrete
structure and maintained at a temperature between 15°C and 18°C;
b) 90 days from the date reported in the test report if the following storage
precautions are applied:
- Storage in containers made of stainless steel or other non-absorbent
inert materials, with a tight-fitting lid and an “always full” pneumatic
float at a temperature below 18°C;
- Storage in containers made of stainless steel or other non-absorbent
inert materials, with just an airtight lid but completely filled, as long as,
once opened, the contents are intended for immediate bottling for
marketing, at a temperature below 18°C;

c) 45 days from the date reported in the test report in case the above conditions
do not exist
Limited to points b) and c), once the respective terms have passed, in order to
proceed with the packaging, it will be necessary to ask Agroqualità to repeat the
chemical-physical and organoleptic tests.
Rome, 30.12.2020

The Director
Eng. Enrico De Micheli

